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Pre-requisites

Belly & Back Flares

Your objectives in mastering this skill should be the following:
• As mentioned previously flares are a three-dimensional maneuver; doing these correctly means that 

you must understand how to use your momentum to change levels inside the tunnel. 
• The goal would be to begin a carving from a lower level in the tunnel, ascend to a higher level or the 

apex of the maneuver and then descend again, returning to the starting level to repeat the technique.

Objectives

Before learning a belly or a back flare, you should be comfortable carving in either orientation at a wide 
range of speeds. Flying these techniques correctly requires a three-dimensional maneuver. The body 
position required to do these flares correctly is best developed at low speeds first.
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In order to be successful with this skill, keep these elements in mind
Technique and Drills

• Start with an in-face or back-carving low and on a consistent level in the tunnel. Begin to put your 
chin down to allow the airflow to pass more along your upper shoulders. This along with a change to 
a flatter pitch of your body will generate additional lift and drag causing you to ascend in the tunnel.

• As you reach the top or apex of the maneuver, put your chin up looking down in the center of the 
tunnel, and pitch your body vertical, eliminating as much drag as possible to create a dive while 
maintaining a carve.

• As you reach the bottom of the tunnel and the dive, put your chin down and repeat the technique to 
ascend again.

• Start by carving out-face or belly-carving low in the tunnel on a consistent level. Begin to push your 
hips forward and cup the air slightly with your arms and shoulders to create lift and drag causing you 
to ascend in the tunnel. 

• As you reach the top or apex of the maneuver put your chin up looking down in the center of 
the tunnel, pitch your body vertical eliminating as much drag as possible to create a dive while 
maintaining a carve.

• As you reach the bottom of the tunnel repeat the technique to ascend again.

Back Flares:

In-face to Out-face:



Belly & Back Flares

• As you were performing the flares did you start and finish on the same level?
• Was each flare move conducted smoothly?
• Were you able to create consistency between the flares?

Once you can perform the flares with some control and consistency, you should begin switching 
directions in the flares. This technique is the same as switching carves but with flares in the middle.

Post-Flight Questions / Suggestions

What Skill is Next?
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Belly Fly In-Face Carve Belly Flare

Back FlareBack Fly In-Face Carve


